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Abstract: Despite the planned installation and operations of the traditional
IEEE 802.11 networks, they still experience degraded performance due to
the number of inefficiencies. One of the main reasons is the received signal
strength indicator (RSSI) association problem, in which the user remains
connected to the access point (AP) unless the RSSI becomes too weak. In
this paper, we propose a multi-criterion association (WiMA) scheme based on
software defined networking (SDN) in Wi-Fi networks. An association solu-
tion based on multi-criterion such as AP load, RSSI, and channel occupancy
is proposed to satisfy the quality of service (QoS). SDN having an overall view
of the network takes the association and reassociation decisions making the
handoffs smooth in throughput performance. To implement WiMA extensive
simulations runs are carried out on Mininet-NS3-Wi-Fi network simulator.
The performance evaluation shows that the WiMA significantly reduces the
average number of retransmissions by 5%–30% and enhances the throughput
by 20%–50%, hence maintaining user fairness and accommodating more
wireless devices and traffic load in the network, when compared to traditional
client-driven (CD) approach and state of the art Wi-Balance approach.
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1 Introduction

The rapid increase in smart devices and applications is due to the simple technical implementation
and low cost of IEEE 802.11 networks [1]. Indoor connectivity of smart devices to the internet relies
on Wi-Fi networks. Wi-Fi networks are easy to install leading to the unplanned installation of the APs
and hence causing contention in the wireless transmission of packets [2]. Wi-Fi networks operate in an
unlicensed spectrum making them more vulnerable to interference, especially from deployments in the
same region due to many co-existing channels in the 2.4 GHz range [3]. The density of APs in the same
region led to throughput degradation, increasing with the number of APs. The need for densification
is also required when a single AP can cover the needs of increasing users in the same vicinity [4]. When
the APs are increased the transmission power needs to be decreased to offload the overloaded APs
as depicted in Fig. 1. High density Wi-Fi networks further degrade the throughput performance and
thus require a more sophisticated method to address the aforementioned issues related to the fairness
of load among the APs.

Figure 1: High density Wi-Fi networks

The association methods of wireless devices to the APs play an important role to determine how
efficient are the management policies at the air interface [5]. The association procedure is not defined
by the IEEE standards and such decisions are left to the vendors [6]. Most of the vendors follow the
client-driven (CD) methods which are based on the RSSI values. In the CD, the association decisions
are taken by the wireless devices and the AP with the highest RSSI value is chosen as the destination
AP. However, just relying on a single metric for association does not guarantee optimal performance
[7]. Other criteria such as noise and interference in the wireless medium together with the load of the
network should also be considered. Fairness of load among the APs is a key performance indicator
for optimal network performance [8]. The degradation of throughput becomes, even more, worse
when the load on the single AP increases due to the increased number of wireless devices. The user
distribution in Wi-Fi networks is mostly uneven if we think of applications such as campus networks,
shopping malls, airports, and hospitals [9]. In the densification of the Wi-Fi networks, some of the APs
become overloaded while the rest remain underloaded. Due to the uneven distribution of the load, it
is obvious that instead of installing new resources we can use the free resources already present in
the network. The fairness of load among the network resources is achieved by taking the load from
the overloaded APs and distributing it among the underloaded APs. The approach leads to a cheap
solution for managing a large number of users in dense Wi-Fi networks.
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In recent years a new paradigm, software defined networking (SDN) has evolved to simplify the
network complexities [10]. Networking programming abstractions are achieved in SDN by decoupling
the data plane and the control plane [11]. The centralized controller in the control plane has the
overall view of the network making it simple for the administrator to install or delete network policies
adaptively. The controller gathers the information of the forwarding devices from the data plane in
real time and makes decisions regarding mobility management, load balancing, routing policies, fault
detection, and remedies. The controller is also capable of making network-wide decisions based on
the data it received from the data plane through the OpenFlow protocol [12]. Numerous works have
been done on SDN taking into account both wired and wireless networks [13]. In traditional Wi-
Fi networks, the level of coordination between the APs and the network is almost zero [14]. The
information related to the load of the APsTo is limited to network resources. On the other hand,
the SDN controller sits in the control plane and takes efficient decisions regarding the associations
and re-associations [15]. In the cases where the load is unevenly distributed among the APs, the SDN
controller takes association and re-association decisions by manipulating the load reports it acquires
from the data plane. The use of underloaded resources eradicates the need to install new infrastructure.
Considering two APs in the same basic service set (BSS), the collisions cannot be reduced by just
checking the load of the APs [16]. To reduce the packet collisions in the wireless medium, APs load
along with channel occupancy and signal strength also play an important role. Reduced signal strength
means more retransmissions with a lower physical rate keeping the channel busy for a longer period
hence wasting resources.

In this paper, we present a novel technique WiMA, a multi-criterion technique that enhances
the association mechanism in software defined Wi-Fi networks (SD-Wi-Fi). WiMA considers all
important factors needed for the association hence avoiding the need for densification of Wi-Fi
networks. The proposed scheme estimates the channel load efficiently by monitoring the transmitted
rates and transmitted data periodically. WiMA also provides a solution to the case when the number
of wireless devices increases abruptly, and the need for densification is a must. WiMA considers
three main factors to reduce densification and installation of new infrastructure, namely wireless AP
Load, channel occupancy, and RSSI. The proposed solution addresses the collision domain problems
by considering the airtime in the channel rather than the airtime used by the single AP. The RSSI
levels are considered so that the physical rate is not degraded. WiMA is designed as the solution
for the densification of Wi-Fi networks when the number of wireless devices and wireless traffic
load increase for the same amount of network resources. Considering the multi-criterion solution
in WiMA a tradeoff of optimal performance is achieved. WiMA when compared to the traditional
and state-of-the-art approaches, exhibits improved network resource allocation. All the issues and
important aspects of a dense Wi-Fi network are addressed and considered respectively. To the best
of our knowledge, WiMA is the first solution providing guaranteed optimal throughput performance
during the associations of wireless devices to the APs. The core contributions of the proposed work
are given below:

i) Optimal throughput performance is achieved by considering a multi-criterion for association
in SD-Wi-Fi rather than by just focusing on one parameter, i.e., RSSI. WiMA not only
enhances the network resource utilization but also considers the resources that are wasted
during collisions or interference.

ii) WiMA induces SDN to introduce programmability in the traditional Wi-Fi networks so that
the hardware does not need to be changed thus saving the cost. Moreover, the SDN controller
allows the network administrator to take better association decisions as it has the overall view
of the network thus gaining efficiency over distributed methods.
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iii) Seamless handovers are incorporated by using WiMA, guaranteeing optimal throughput
during handoffs and better resource allocation. Channel congestion on the other hand is
avoided by considering the channel airtime rather than the airtime of a single AP.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explores the related work. The
proposed WiMA approach is discussed in Section 3. The performance evaluation is presented in
Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 Related Work

In traditional Wi-Fi networks, the associations are made using client-driven approaches, where the
wireless device initiates the handoff mechanism. Distributed approaches later became trendy before
the evolution of SDN [16]. In the distributed approaches association decision is made by the wireless
device itself considering the RSSI values and some performance degradation metrics in the network.
Distributed algorithms are designed for association problems. The stations that miss the deadline
for the association are re-associated with another AP in the dense Wi-Fi network scenario [17]. The
distributed approaches outperform the client-driven approaches but as they lack the overall network
view so they result in degraded network performance considering all the APs. The load among the
APs could be shuffled by controlling the transmission power, which is commonly known as the
cell breathing technique [18]. The reduced transmission power allows the APs to lose the wireless
devices at the distance, resulting in the re-association of those devices to the nearby AP. The technique
may sound easy, but the implementation is cumbersome. Using SDN can increase the flexibility of
the Cell breathing technique. AP coverage techniques require an adaptive mechanism to work with
the increasing number of associations which cost additional hardware and cost [19]. The seamless
handovers require a re-association process where a certain wireless device may have no AP [20]. This
waiting time leads to degraded throughput performance and any research work has been done to
address this issue. The operation of APs on non-overlapping channels is a solution [21]. Seamless
handovers can be accommodated using light virtual access points (LVAPs). The LVAPs allow a
dedicated channel for each AP. The handoff mechanism is abstracted from the user who may continue
to experience internet access. Load balancing at the APs is another method to ensure fairness of load
among the networks [22]. The average load of the APs is used as a metric to shuffle the load among
all APs whenever a new association is made. Researchers have also designed an algorithm to select
the smart AP by using parameters such as the fitting function [23]. QoS is satisfied by using Markov
chain models. The Markov models work to reduce re-transmission delays [24]. Algorithms are devised
to address the mobility issues which in turn reduce the handover times. Methods have been studied
to maintain AP thresholds [25]. Beyond the threshold levels, the APs do not accept new associations;
however, this method limits the mobility of wireless devices.

Techniques are developed to shift the load from the overloaded APs to the least loaded ones.
The APs report their load status to the controller and the controller makes the de-association and re-
association decisions [26]. Considering the load of the single AP is not accurate as the number of other
factors affects the channel conditions. Enterprise wireless local area networks (EWLANs) are deployed
to study the number of users associated with a certain AP and the channel load of the certain AP [27].
This technique is not as accurate as other APs using the same medium could overload the channel and
hence increase packet collisions leading to degradation of the throughput. Several research papers
are published considering the association mechanism in IEEE 802.11 networks. The methods aim to
achieve load balancing in the data plane and control plane [5]. The approach is effective if the collision
domains are not considered. As the number of channels in a dense Wi-Fi network is limited so it is
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impossible to avoid the collision domains. It is important to consider the channel load and AP load for
optimal network performance. The APs in dense Wi-Fi networks use the same collision domain so the
airtime of one AP affects the airtime of the other AP. Research has been done where collision domains
and APs load are considered together. Authors consider both AP load and channel load [28]. The
only shortcoming of the technique is that the hardware needs to be changed at the user’s end. Specific
channels are assigned to the APs manually by neglecting the collision domains [29]. It is important to
know that collision domains cannot be avoided and hence the technique is not optimal.

The association mechanism also considers taking the bandwidth requirements. The bandwidth
requirement of the wireless devices is taken as the main input. Load balancing among the APs is
achieved by considering bandwidth fairness among the users [30]. The problem with the technique is
that each user must specify its bandwidth requirement before the load balancing algorithm. The users
associated with the APs are minimized by considering the bandwidth needed by each user [31]. The
techniques have some drawbacks such as estimating the workload of the AP through several associated
clients, which is not a true metric for estimating AP load. These techniques lead to ping-pong effects
which are not easy to handle unless there is coordination among the APs. The ping-pong effect is
addressed where the handoff is not initiated until the destination AP is chosen for n consecutive times
[32]. The method creates artificial delays in the handoffs. Enhanced bandwidth allocation is made
to users while keeping the load balanced at the APs [33]. The approach does not take into account
the channel conditions and only considers improving a single parameter. The approaches are a good
choice over CD approaches, but they do not address channel congestion or limit the collision domains.

Throughput maximization is another technique used by researchers to enhance the aggregated
throughput of the network. The wireless devices connect to the AP through a static distribution to
offer better performance [34]. Different network interfaces are selected to satisfy the QoS by the load
balancing algorithm [35]. The best possible path for flows is selected to improve the jitter response.
Graph theory is implemented to achieve throughput maximization by choosing the best association
graph between the AP and the wireless device. The only condition is that all the APs need to share
the same channel. A virtual resource chain is used to achieve maximum throughput. The throughput
maximization techniques focus on a single parameter and do not consider utilizing underloaded
resources due to collision or interference [36].

3 WiMA

WiMA is a multi-criterion technique used for smooth associations in SD-Wi-Fi as depicted in
Fig. 2. WiMA sits in the application plane and communicates with the SDN controller through
an application programmable interface (APIs). The SDN controller is responsible to monitor the
forwarding devices in the data plane through a southbound interface. The proposed WiMA aims
to avoid the need for high density Wi-Fi networks where more APs are required. WiMA induces
SDN technology to collect the RSSI reports and channel usage by APs. The SDN controller in
collecting these reports uses three indicators for associations and re-associations: (1) The load of the
APs; (2) channel occupancy; and (3) the RSSI values. WiMA re-associates wireless devices in such
a manner that underloaded APs are utilized hence avoiding the need to install new infrastructure.
Algorithm 1 presents the working flow for WiMA. Three values, minimum, maximum, and median
are chosen as the threshold values. Whenever the aforementioned values are met, the indicator triggers
an action. The process is repeated periodically whenever the AP reports the values to the controller.
The periodicity is monitored by the controller. The minimum, maximum, and median values are not
calculated at the instant; instead, the average of the previous 10 values is used. The average values are
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used to overcome the ping-pong effect as a single and instant value cannot have an impact to induce
significant changes through the algorithm. The remaining sections highlight different indicators in
detail. The association trigger mechanism is studied. The algorithm works for the best tradeoff between
network resources and signal quality. The destination AP is chosen by [RSSIy (ChannelLoadAPx
+ APxLoad)]. Where x and y are AP and wireless device representation. As the RSSI is measured
in a negative number line so the product taken is maximized. Higher signal quality is the least
number of re-transmissions, leading to more free time for the channel. The algorithms summarize
the best combination of the AP load and channel load. The algorithm takes the wireless devices as the
tasks and APs as the agents. The best association of wireless devices to an AP that would maximize
[RSSIy (ChannelLoadAPx + APxLoad)] is chosen. The problem is solved as a generalized assignment
problem (GAP).

Figure 2: WiMA architecture

3.1 The Load on APs

WiMA aims to reduce the overloaded APs situation. The best possible solution for the overloaded
APs is to add another AP making the Wi-Fi network dense. The clients from the overloaded APs shift
towards the new AP depending upon the RSSI values. This method is cumbersome and costly and will
lead to collision domains as only a limited number of channels are available in IEEE 802.11 standard.
Eventually, the congestion factor will come into play as the wireless traffic of one AP affects the other.
To avoid installing the new infrastructure is very important. There can be a case when the wireless
devices associated with an overloaded AP are shifted to an AP having lower RSSI values but good
internet access. The CD approach has no standard steps to follow such practice as wireless devices will
connect to the AP with the highest RSSI even if it is overloaded.

To have better resource utilization WiMA triggers its algorithm. WiMA aims to increase the
airtime for the wireless devices but migrating them to underloaded APs in the vicinity and hence
increasing the performance of the network. The load of the AP is measured using the channel
occupancy metric as equated in Eq. (1). WiMA makes use of the delivery probabilities of each wireless
device. The said probabilities with the Bytes transmitted are reported periodically to the controller
so the channel occupancy with the best probability rate Pbest can be determined. This mathematical
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computation does not take into account the contention windows but yet it is powerful enough to
compare the occupancies of different channels.

OccupanyRate(%) = Bytes ∗ 100/Pbest ∗ t (1)

Algorithm 1: Wireless Device Association Algorithm
1: Input
2: AP Load: the information of the channel occupancy at every AP.
3: Channel Occupancy: the information of channels occupied at each channel.
4: Average RSSI: the information of an average RSSI at every AP.
5: Output
6: Destination AP to which the wireless devices are associated.
7:if Max(APLoad) − Min(APLoad) > Med(APLoad) then
8:for each APx and each wirelessdevicey the destination AP is chosen by Maxy[RSSIy ∗

(ChannelLoadAPx+ APxLoad)]
9: else Max(AverageRSSI) − Min(AverageRSSI) > Med(AverageRSSI)
10:for each APx and each wirelessdevicey, the destination AP is chosen by Maxy[RSSIy ∗

(ChannelLoadAPx+ APxLoad)]
11:end if
12: if Max(ChannelOccupancy) − Min(ChannelOccupancy) > Med(ChannelOccupancy)then
13: Re-assign the channel
14: end if

3.2 Channel Occupancy

WiMA reduced the number of collision domains for APs. The channels are assigned adaptively
seeing the number of associations. Channel Occupancy is a key indicator to do so. WiMA as discussed
earlier not only eradicates the need for dense Wi-Fi networks but also mitigates its effects when a
large number of wireless devices join the network. The overloaded channels are avoided for the APs
working in the same domain. The channel occupancy is the combined effect of the channel itself and
the occupancy caused by the APs working in the same collision domain. The channel assignment
involves assigning the channels to the APs that are not used by the neighboring APs. If all the channels
are in use in the worst-case scenario, the algorithm assigns the least loaded channel to the AP to reduce
interference and collisions. Seeing the threshold values, if the channel load caused by the AP is beyond
the limits the algorithms eradicate the channel from the list. It is always important to consider the
channel load because in the opposite scenario the channel load will be redistributed keeping some of
the channels still overloaded. The solution is not as efficient as optimal values, but it is still triggered
when the other two indicators cannot handle the situation. An AP with less load is still affordable than
a loaded channel.

In algorithm 1, the station needs to check all the APs before the best possible solution is met.
The complexity of the algorithm is O(d w) where q is the total number of APs and w is the number of
wireless devices. To avoid increasing complexity, the APs are sorted according to values of [RSSIy ∗
(ChannelLoadAPx + APxLoad)]. Algorithm 2 is called recursively by Algorithm. Algorithms 2 ensures
that all APs have the channel assigned to them. On each recursion level, the AP remaining behind
are sorted. The rearrangement considers the APs with the lowest number of available channels and
the highest number of neighbors. If the number of APs is considered as d, then the complexity of
Algorithm 2 is computed as O[d.log(d)]. The second step involves going through the list of APs so
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that the overlapping channels are removed. The complexity of this step is O(d). The next step is to go
through the channels one by one which also has the complexity of O(d). As a result, all the recursive
call takes O(d). The function iterates d − 1 time so the total complexity of Algorithm 2 is calculated
to be O(n2) as T (d) = T (d − 1) + O(d). The overall complexity computed is O(d2).

Algorithm 2: Wireless Device Association Algorithm
1: Input
2: Channel Load
3: Neighboring APs
4: Overlapping Channels
5: Available Channels
6: Output
7: Sets of APs and Channels
8: Channel Re-assignment
9: Check remaining APs not assigned
10: if remaining APs==0 then
11: end assignment
12: end if
13: arrange remaining APs having the highest neighbors and lowest channels
14: Choose a suitable AP from the remaining AP
15: Choose a suitable channel from the channels available
16: Remove Overlapped Channels
17: if Channels are not available then
18: Use Minimum assignment, assign least loaded channels to AP
19: end if
20: Repeat channel assignment to the next AP

3.3 Average RSSI of an AP

The average RSSI of an AP is calculated by averaging all the RSSIs of the wireless devices to the
AP. If the RSSI is lower, there will be more re-transmission and the channel will be occupied for a long.
The wireless device redistribution also led to low RSSI values at some APs resulting in more frames
being re-transmitted. RSSI serves as a very crucial indicator for the associations to take place leading
to optimal network performance. The RSSI indicator allows WiMA to decide regarding associations
and re-associations. When the RSSI values as received by the wireless device are poor, WiMA seeks
better distribution of wireless devices among the APs such that the network performance is not altered.

4 Platform Used for WiMA

There are several tools to evaluate the performance of wired networks, but very little help and
guidance is available to simulate the performance of software defined wireless networks. There is a
need for such tools. To simulate the performance of WiMA, we have used the Mininet-NS3-WiFi.

4.1 Mininet-NS-3-WiFi

A Linux based platform employing Mininet Emulator is used to perform experiments related to
SDN. There is complete support for OpenFlow switches in Mininet but very less support for wireless
medium propagation. NS-3 is used in combination with Mininet to model a real-time channel for IEEE
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802.11 networks. Mininet-NS-3-WiFi platform is developed to simulate WiMA. Real-time devices
are appended to the simulation code using the real-time emulation mode in NS-3. The simulation
clock and the emulation clock are aligned. Fig. 3 shows the connections of the virtual Mininet nodes
in Mininet-NS-3-WiFi. TapBridge and NetDevice interfaces are used to support the connections.
Mininet nodes have a unique network protocol stack and unique Linux name. Mininet node uses
the Linux Tap NetDevice to connect to the NS-3 channel. NS-3 is connected to an external real-time
interface through NetDevice by performing a simulation of the layer 2 network interface. Mininet-NS-
3-WiFi has all the necessary libraries to evaluate the performance of SD-Wi-Fi. The record for total
traffic generated by wireless devices is maintained by the Iperf server. The simulation parameters are
listed in Table 1.

Figure 3: WiMA platform

Table 1: Parameter settings

Parameters Values

Total area 100.100 m2

Controller 1, RYU
APs 3
Transmission range 33 m
Wireless devices 15
Mobility range 5–10 mps
Maximum allowed traffic 40 Mbps
RSSI limit −70 dBm
Maximum transmission rates 1500 Bytes
Platform Mininet-NS3-WiFi
Operating system Linux Ubuntu 18.04
WiFi mode IEEE 802.11 “g”
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4.2 Experimentation

In the experiment densification is created to shift the load from the overloaded APs to underloaded
APs as shown in Fig. 4. WiMA aims to distribute the load among all the network resources. We have
used channels 11, 6 and 1 to avoid the collision domain so that the wireless traffic of each AP does not
affect the other. The concept of mobility is not taken into account so it is rather easy to understand
the results. The experiment is done in two phases where the time for each phase is set to 10 min. In
phase 1 only 20 wireless devices are transmitting whereas, in phase 2, 10 additional wireless devices
are programmed to transmit. All the wireless stations are placed inside the coverage area of one AP
so that WiMA helps to shift the load from one AP to another. Table 2 exhibits all the information
related to channels, simulation time and wireless devices used in experimentation. Iperf server is used
to measure the throughput achieved.

Figure 4: Experiment 1 illustration

Table 2: Experiments information

Experiments Channels Wireless devices in
phase 1

Wireless devices in
phase 2

Wireless Devices
moving

Time

Experiment 1 11, 6, 1 20 30 0 10 Mins
Experiment 2 11, 6, 1 20 0 5 15 Mins
Experiment 3 11, 1 20 0 0 10 Mins

Experiment number 2 is done to see how WiMA reacts to the change in the signal quality as shown
in Fig. 5. Five moving wireless devices are used. The wireless devices are programmed to move in the
coverage area of all three APs. The path is chosen to see the performance of RSSI and forced migration
in the case when RSSI values drop below the threshold. Channels 11, 6 and 1 are used in experiment
number 2. The duration is set to 15 min. 20 wireless devices are used in the same setting as used in
experiment 1.
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Figure 5: Experiment 2 illustration

Experiment number 3 is designed to study channel occupancy as shown in Fig. 6. WiMA aims to
eradicate the concept of dense Wi-Fi networks when a large number of users enter the network and
overcrowd the channels. Experiment 3 is set up in a situation where densification has already happened.
Densification has caused two APs to share the same collision domain. As WiMA considers the channel
load instead of the AP load so the goal is to limit the congestion. Channels 11 and 1 are used to allow
two APs to use the same collision domain. WiMA aims to trade-off between the RSSI, AP load, and
channel occupancy. If the situation is not handled by load distribution, then channels are re-assigned.
20 wireless devices are used to have equal load distribution among all the APs. The experiment focuses
on the assignment and re-assignment of channels so static wireless devices are used and the experiment
runs for 10 min.

Figure 6: Experiment 3 illustration
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5 Analysis

WiMA performance in experiment number 1 is compared to Wi-Balance and CD approaches
as shown in Fig. 7. The performance gap is bigger when the load in the network increases. As the
load is distributed among all the three APs, the aggregated throughput is increased especially in
phase 2. In phase 2, the congestion has decreased, and more wireless traffic is handled. WiMA has
proved to discontinue the use of dense Wi-Fi networks and reduce the cost of extra infrastructure. The
overall throughput performance is increased by 47% and 5% when compared to CD and Wi-Balance,
respectively, in phase 1. The performance of WiMA throughput has increased to 50% and 10% over
CD and Wi-Balance, respectively. Seeing part (b) of Fig. 7, Jain’s fairness index has increased by 22%
and 12% when compared to CD and Wi-Balance approaches in phase 1. In phase 2, the difference has
excelled by 23% compared to both approaches. Part (c) of Fig. 7 shows the performance evaluation
for re-transmission attempts. When the channel occupancy is higher more re-transmission is required
as the packets are lost when trying to compete for a free channel. RSSI values play an important role
in the re-transmission index as lower RSSI leads to more packet loss and hence more re-transmission
of packets. WiMA has proved to reduce the number of re-transmission by almost half. The concept is
streamed with the channel occupancy and physical rate as shown in (d) and (f). Wi-Balance sacrifices
the RSSI values to use a channel and is reflected by the decrease in the physical rate. On the contrary
WiMA by using RSSI values have an increased physical rate by almost 20%.

Figure 7: (a) Throughput (b) Jain’s fairness index (c) Number of retransmissions (d) Channel occu-
pancy rate (e) Average standard deviation (f) Average physical rate
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The performance evaluation of experiment number 2 is depicted in Fig. 8 when the mobility is
taken into account the WiMA shows improved performance. In comparison, the performance of Wi-
Balance deteriorates in mobile wireless devices as the RSSI values change. Fig. 8a shows the decreased
performance of Wi-Balance as it does not consider re-associations when the RSSI values decrease.
In the CD approach, the resource allocation is less efficient which makes the performance not as
good as WiMA. The throughput rate of WiMA in comparison to CD and Wi-Balance approach is
increased by almost 22%. Jain’s fairness index is also showing increased performance in WiMA as
better resource utilization creates fairness of load among the APs. As discussed earlier the number of
retransmissions is increased if the RSSI values decrease and the collisions increase. The performance
of the re-transmissions is shown in Fig. 8c. Wi-Balance in comparison to WiMA and CD approaches
shows poor performance in terms of re-transmission attempts as it does not consider the RSSI values
for the association. The channel occupancy rate as shown in Fig. 8, for Wi-Balance is also poor as it
handoffs the wireless device to the AP with poor RSSI values leading to disconnection. WiMA has
a better performance by almost 85% and 27% when compared to CD and Wi-Balance approaches
respectively, related to balance use of channels as shown in Fig. 8e. The channels get saturated and go
underused in the CD approach. The channel occupancy rate as shown in Fig. 8f for WiMA is more
than CD and Wi-Balance approaches by 24% and 17% respectively.

Figure 8: (a) Throughput (b) Jain’s fairness index (c) Number of retransmissions (d) Channel occu-
pancy rate (e) Average standard deviation (f) Average physical rate

The performance evaluation of experiment number 3 is depicted in Fig. 9. WiMA exhibits good
results in terms of channel reassignments. The throughput performance of WiMA is 35% and 15%
better than CD and Wi-Balance approaches respectively. The network resource utilization is enhanced
in WiMA as seen in Figure (d) where channel 11 is used more efficiently than Channel 1.2 APs in
experiment 3 are utilizing Channel 1 so free airtime in Channel 11 allows WiMA to transmit efficiently.
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WiMA outperforms CD and the Wi-Balance approach in channel occupancy and Jain’s fairness index
due to efficient use of the network resource utilization. The fairness index achieved by WiMA is 25%
and 10% higher than CD and Wi-Balance approaches respectively.

Fig. 9c shows that when the congestion in channel 1 is reduced, WiMA reduces the number of re-
transmissions by 18% and 3% when compared to CD and Wi-Balance approaches respectively. WiMA
aims to have the best trade-off between signal quality and congestion and tries to maintain average
performance on each channel as shown in Fig. 9f. Wi-Balance does not take into account the RSSI
values leading to lower data rates. CD approach on the other hand does not take into account the load
leading to higher collision due to congestion.

Figure 9: (a) Throughput (b) Jain’s fairness index (c) Number of retransmissions (d) Channel occu-
pancy rate (e) Average standard deviation (f) Average physical rate

6 Conclusion

The paper presents a novel technique WiMA for enhancing the association mechanism in SD-
WiFi. WiMA aims to eradicate the densification of Wi-Fi networks by trading off factors such as
RSSI, AP load and channel occupancy. Densification is the common solution in Wi-Fi networks
when the number of wireless users increases leading to higher wireless traffic. Densification needs
extra infrastructure to be installed and hence the extra cost. The drawback of densification is that,
two or more APs share the same collision domain leading to congestion and contention in the
wireless medium. WiMA makes efficient use of the underutilized resources so that there is no need for
densification. Several network configurations are used to test the performance evaluation of WiMA
and hence it is concluded that the need for densification of Wi-Fi networks is not required. WiMA
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outperforms the CD approach and Wi-Balance approach by 50% and 20% respectively. Jain’s fairness
index is also exceptional for WiMA, as better load and channel distribution take place. Channel
assignments are only possible when there is less congestion and fewer re-transmissions. Performance
evaluation of WiMA shows that before the point where densification is needed, better load and channel
optimization is obtained. WiMA also shows the best performance in the scenario where densification
is already created and by optimal channel assignments contention in the wireless medium is avoided.
We hope to create a Linux based testbed for future implementation of WiMA.
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